
Libreyana #3: Steal This 1

Comments

Remember the Days

There we were:

Sprinting towards peace.

Data-lines pointing out chinks in the chains,

enlivening minds once out in the rain.

Remember the days?

Crowd 'round the tele and eat your two cents,

'cause we are the source and you pay the rent.

Escaping from reptile, state-blind as one.

Beginning to see the gun in the room, and then...

And then?

Well...we again became meak, holistic sorries.

Wait, sorry, did I wake you? Did I interrupt sweet dreams?

Bay at the moon if you will, but don't worry.

We'll remind you of the grandiosity of our burden,

and that you have no brothers or sisters to keep.

We'll turn up the heat and the kicking and screaming. We'll churn up some blues to retard your

soul's healing.

We'll bend all the truths and pretend we belong

in your hearts and your minds, in your home and your song.

Holy shiz.. .Rules in perpetuity! Fairness yardsticks! Referees on the field!

The Internet is dead. Long live the network.

Do you remember RSS ?

1 Source in plain text: http://archive.org/download/libreyana-3-2015-02-08/libreyana-3-2015-02-08-notes.txt

Most urls are reference-style and not in-line, therefore this document is more appropriate for building url

databases than for reading.

Source in Open Document (.odt) format: http://archive.org/download/libreyana-3-2015-02-08/libreyana-3-

2015-02-08-notes.odt

Source in PDF (.pdf) format: http://archive.org/download/libreyana-3-2015-02-08/libreyana-3-2015-02-08-

notes.pdf
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Would you like a free Subscription to the Libreyana 'Cast?

Musical Selections 2

Intro

...featuring "Radiologie" from Explorations Sonores by Antoine Guiry - CC BY-SA 3.0

...also featuring excerpts of The No Agenda Show - CC BY-SA 3.0

1. "Runup" from

Rue Sicard by KenLo Craqnuques
CC BY-SA 3.0

3

2. "Let it Lay" from

Missing Linkz by How Now Lau & DJ Murtle MC
CC BY-SA 4.0

4

3. "Teach Me (Dirty Frequencies)"

from Modulo Negus by DJ Habett

CC BY-SA 3.0

...with a reading of A Musical Instrument

by Elizabeth Barrett Browning
|
see Text Selections

4. "Missoula Revolution" from

Homefront by Evergreen Machine
CC BY 3.0

5

5. "Unbroken" from

an eponymous 2014 release by Thoola

CC BY-SA 3.0
6

6. "Bible in a Hotel Drawer" from

Curses by Saint Jayne

2 Most selections are slightly altered, modified, and/or mixed with other selections. Many tracks are voiced over.

My intent is to compose in the spirit of my inspirations: the diverse variety of terrestrial and Internet radio

programming I grew up listening to and continue to consume (more "podcasts" these days, thank heavens). There

are certain disc-jockey and pre-produced radio "treatments" we, as a society, have grown accustomed to hearing.

These include cross-fades, fade-ins, fade-outs, auto-ducks (as Audacity and I call them), voice-overs, stingers

and bumpers that may bleed slightly into primary content, etc. These minor manipulations (and major

manipulations too, for my money) do very little to detract from the significance of the content they effect.

Personally, my mind has only been pried farther open upon exposure to this flavor of signal transmission artistry.

I intend to help to push some corner of that envelope. The last thing I intend to do is obscure the authorship of

the skilled industrialists whose work I feature, or infringe upon their due credit. If you need details on any of

these modifications, feel free to ask me at admin AT amateurzen DOT us.

3 From Alaclair Ensemble
|
Archived » Rue Sicard (Archived)

4 From Zeopolis Productions

5 Follow [@evergreenmachin] on the Tweeders

6 Follow [@thoola] on the Tweeders
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CC BY-SA 3.0
7

7. "American Youth" from

Wildhiah EP by SVYNV
CC BY 3.0

8

8. "1980" from

Girlfriend by fitzzgerald

CC BY 3.0
9

9. "Driveway" from

Defeat Lap: Arguably the Best ofSA. Bach. 2007-13

by S.A. Bach
CC BY 3.0

10. "At Night" from

Explorations Sonores by Antoine Guiry

CC BY-SA 3.0
10

...with an excerpt of CC Mixter: A Memoir
CC BY-SA 3.0

|
see Text Selections

11. "Tell Your Sister"

from an eponymous 2015 release by Tlushch

CC BY-SA 3.0

12. "California Lullabye" from

The Beautiful Machine by Josh Woodward
CC BY 3.0

11

13. "Early Winter" from

Lyzardry by Iltarusko

CC BY-SA 3.0
12

Outro

...featuring "Advertising, Whatever" from the No Agenda Show
|
CC BY-SA 3.0

..."Pay Up, Pricks" by John C. Dvorak
|
CC BY-SA 3.0

7 Archived » Curses (Archived)

8 Follow [@thelxst] on the Tweeders
|
Archived » Wildhigh EP (Archived)

9 From Stratford Ct.
|
Archived » Girlfriend (Archived)

10 Archived » Explorations Sonores (Archived)

11 Follow [@joshwoodward] on the Tweeders
|
Archived » The Beautiful Machine (Archived)

12 Archived » Lyzardry (Archived)
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Text Selections

A Musical Instrument 13

by Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1806-61).

What was he doing, the great god Pan,

Down in the reeds by the river?

Spreading ruin and scattering ban,

Splashing and paddling with hoofs of a goat,

And breaking the golden lilies afloat

With the dragon-fly on the river.

He tore out a reed, the great god Pan,

From the deep cool bed of the river:

The limpid water turbidly ran,

And the broken lilies a-dying lay,

And the dragon-fly had fled away,

Ere he brought it out of the river.

High on the shore sat the great god Pan,

While turbidly flow'd the river;

And hack'd and hew'd as a great god can,

With his hard bleak steel at the patient reed,

Till there was not a sign of a leaf indeed

To prove it fresh from the river.

He cut it short, did the great god Pan

(How tall it stood in the river!),

Then drew the pith, like the heart of a man,

Steadily from the outside ring,

And notched the poor dry empty thing

In holes, as he sat by the river.

"This is the way," laugh'd the great god Pan

(Laugh'd while he sat by the river),

"The only way, since gods began

To make sweet music, they could succeed."

Then, dropping his mouth to a hole in the reed

He blew in power by the river.

Sweet, sweet, sweet, O Pan!

Piercing sweet by the river!

Blinding sweet, O great god Pan!

The sun on the hill forgot to die,

And the lilies reviv'd, and the dragon-fly

Came back to dream on the river.

Yet half a beast is the great god Pan,

To laugh as he sits by the river,

Making a poet out of a man:

The true gods sigh for the cost and pain,

—

For the reed which grows nevermore again

As a reed with the reeds in the river.

13 From Poems Every Child Should Know (1904). Edited by Mary E. Burt.
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Excerpts from CC Mixter: A Memoir

OR
How I Learned to Stop Worrying about the RIAA and
Love the Unexpected Collaborations of Distributed Creativity

During the First Four Years of Running ccMixter

by Victor Stone

February 2009

I assert remixing and sampling are as legitimate as any art form ever created. Remixing is merely

the latest form of artistic bricolage in the tradition of satire, fine art's "Appropriation" movement,

and theatrical improvisation. Sampling is just the latest step in an evolution toward more efficient

artistic production.

I assert that all art, especially music, is derivative and I typically use the Boomers, who lifted an

entire genre from Black American musicians in the 1950's, as an example. They used every

modern means necessary to appropriate and plagiarize and did so with impunity. If they had

digital samplers available to them there can be no doubt they would have used them. As it

happens, they had phonograph records and guitars so those were the tools they used to reverse

engineer the music they loved.

I assert "stealing" is the act of disrespecting an artist's request for credit and money and I claim

Rock and Roll musicians are some of the worst offenders of stealing that I have encountered.

[...]

I do not think the answer is to criminalize today's new musicians

in the way that Boomers should have been, using their own standards as a guide.

Instead, I think there should be an environment that embraces the derivative nature of the

creative process and at the same time gives exactly the amount of credit and money that a

musician requests when someone derives from their work. I think we should be encouraging

musicians to participate in this ecology by building the tools that make attribution and royalty

payment as efficient as sampling itself has become. I believe Creative Commons and ccMixter

might be two such tools on the road to make that happen.

[•••]

Lessig, Hyde, Boyle and Richard Stallman have "killed a lot of trees" pointing out we live in

hyper-regulatory times. They make a powerful case that the stakes are nothing less than

fundamental civil liberties, not the least of which is speech. But I'm not a Constitutional law

professor or a social behaviorist.

Here's what I know: I came to Creative Commons via the open music movement as a student of

the creative process. Having worked as an office flunky for major record companies for 12 years,

I knew the music industry was broken. It wasn't until my second career as a musician playing

traditional instruments was stunted by physical issues and I was drawn to incorporating digital
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samples into my music 55 that I came to appreciate that our entire culture was broken. Simply by

changing the tools that I used to create music, I had moved from socially acceptable, legitimate

methods to a vilified and criminal mode of creating art. Art!

Nonetheless, even if every copyright reform we hope for is enacted, the intersection of music and

the Internet is still something that needs addressing. There are things going on with music that

the copyright fight has been obscuring, issues that "just" reforming the law will not fix. Consider

the success of iTunes, the plethora of remix contests, the expert execution of music collaboration

sites and other perfectly legal offerings: their models of operation are not only fighting against

the connectivity, infinite time-line and sharing nature of the Internet, they have bent the creation

and dissemination of music to their tools, rather than the other way around. These incongruities

serve as a gating factor on the degree to which their services can inspire creativity and

innovation. Even if they all adopted Creative Commons licenses tomorrow, without actually

leveraging the commons, they would still leave the art form of music short a pair of oars.

Beyond numerically spreading the CC licenses, I got involved in ccMixter to take on all those

issues by using the commons part to enable the creative part. Over and above what CC was

specifically asking for, my goal was to use ccMixter as a laboratory for the hypothesis that if

musicians were encouraged to share their remixes, samples and a cappellas amongst each other,

they would, in turn, create more innovative, perhaps even higher quality music, to the benefit of

everyone. The ccMixter project would be my existence proof.

--from CC Mixter: A Memoir by Victor Stone
|
CC BY-SA 3.0 .

Details

Libreyana is produced in the State of Jefferson,

and lives on the web at http://amateurzen.us .

You can reach the proprietor of this program using [a contact form] or via email at:

ao(o)amateurzen.us

Comments, suggestions, criticisms, rants, whatever, etc. are welcome. Public PGP Key available

on [my About page].

Whoop 'em with a Subscription to the Libreyana 'Cast .

Libreyana can be heard Sundays at 6 PM PST on Ryno The Bearded's #QO Stream .

14

and Thursdays at 10 PM PST on KFUG Community Radio .

The music you hear is free to copy, modify, and distribute. Tracks are individually licensed and

hyper-links are provided to human-readable summaries of those licenses.

If you do use this work, the artists ask that you mention (credit) them by name (CC BY). Most of

them also ask that you Share Alike (CC BY-SA).

These conditions (which are very easy to satisfy) can be waived by the artist(s) aka author(s) aka

creator(s) aka owner(s) of the work for any purpose.

Contact the respective creator(s) if you'd like to use their work, but need further and/or more

specific permissions.

14 Ryno's own #OQ Show is also well worth a try!
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Most of 'em answer their own email. I'm sure they'd love to hear from you!

I rant, ramble, read texts, credit tracks, and arrange these

musical selections into a package containing notes and (sometimes) cover art;

that work is ©2015 Alex O'Brien, but (hopefully) effectively

dedicated to the public domain under the terms of CC™ Zero .

I do appreciate attribution (to Alex O'Brien and/or Amateur Zen).

If you have any interest in doing anything with Libreyana,

or if you are already doing so, I'd love to hear from you.

Most of the musical selections were originally found at Jamendo . Bandcamp . and The Internet

Archive .

Some of the clips of the No Agenda Show that you hear here may be available at

https ://archive .org/details/lrhq-j ingles .

Audio codecs (Ogg, Opus, FLAC) provided by the Xiph.org Foundation: http://xiph.org/

Audio editing done in Audacity: http ://audacity.sourceforge .net/

Audio encoding done by dir2ogg: http://jak-linux.org/projects/dir2ogg/

and opusenc from opus-tools: http://www.opus-codec.org

Notes iterated by Pandoc: http://johnmacfarlane.net/pandoc/

Is and cd are also integral to the production of this program.
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